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I. Informal Problem Statement and Prior Results
The invention of the formal study of inductive inference was a direct consequence of

efforts to moclel human learning [Go167a, Sch63a]. Much of the early work in inductive

inference [Ang83a, Kle80a, Osh86a] and the more recent work [Hau88a, RivS9a, Ful90a,
Nat91a, War91a, Da192a] has been motivated by trying to model or understand some

aspect of human learning in the hopes that the knowledge gained may be useful in the

effort to program a computer to learn. For example, one of the intuitions behind Valiant’s

PAC model [Val84a] was that humans learn quickly. This paper is motivated by the
intuition that people forget. By way of a practical consideration, if a learning algorithm
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were to remember (store) all its examples then either memory would be exceeded or 

unacceptable amount of time would be taken in searching through the data.

Other researchers have also considered learning algorithms with a limited amount of

memory [Hea90a, Miy87a, Miy89a, Osh86a, Wex80a, Wie76a]. All of these studies were

register based in that the learning machines that were studied were limited as to how many

samples and prior conjectures could be stored in memory. The size of each conjecture or

sample was unrestricted. As in the standard RAM model of computation, each of the

values to be stored was assumed to fit into a register. The PAC model, and its derivatives,

also implicitly entail a restriction on the number of samples to be retained by a learning

algorithm. Since a PAC algorithm must finish in a polynomial amount of time it can only

have seen a polynomial amount of examples. The size of the individual examples is not

discussed, hence these models do not account for storage utilization.

A complexity theoretic study of space bounded learning machines was initiated in

[Fre92a]. The Gold model of learning in the limit was employed. The machines under

consideration were allowed only a constant number of bits to store information. The main

result from that paper was that there is a class of recursive functions that cannot be learned

in a constant amount of space by any deterministic learning machine, but can be learned

in a small constant amount of space by a probabilistic learning machine, with probability

1. The contribution of this paper is to further refine the model of memory limited learning

and obtain sharper results concerning deterministic memory limited learning.

II. New Results
We now discuss the results of this paper. This paper introduces two refinements of the

model used in [Fre92a]. Firstly, memory bounds as a function of the size of the input seen

so far are used, as opposed to constant size memory only. Secondly, both long and short

term memories are employed. The long term memory is used to remember the samples

received as input, prior conjectures, and state information for the underlying finite state

device that is the learning mechanism. The short term memory is annihilated every time

a new input is read or a new conjecture is output. An easy result that imposes a boundary

on the mathematical landscape is:

¯ For any class of recursive functions that can be learned, there is a learning algorithm

that learns the class using only a linear amount of long term memory. Furthermore,

with a little care, the constants involved can be made very small (less than 2 ¯ n+

the size of the state information from the witness that the class you started with is

learnable) and short term memory requirements can simultaneously be reduced to 0.

other results fall into three categories: Lower Bounds, Presentation Orders and TradeOur

of[s.
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II.1 Lower Bounds

In this section we have two lower bound results and a gap theorem. The first indi-

cates that sometimes the absolute upper bound on the long term storage requirements is

necessary.

¯ There is a class of recursive functions requiring linear long term storage (the functions

of finite support).

¯ There is a class requiring logarithmic long term storage (the class used in the proba-

bilistic result from [Fre92a].)
Our most striking result is a gap theorem for the dense classes of recursive functions. A

class is dense if any finite function can be extended to a function in the class. For example,

the self describing functions, and the functions of finite support are dense.

¯ For any dense class that is learnable, either there is a learning algorithm that learns

the class using at most a constant amount of long term memory or any algorithm that

learns the class uses at least a logarithmic amount of long term storage, for infinitely

many input sizes.

The above result seems to have the following explanation. With logarithmic space an

algorithm can maintain a count of something. Without the facility to count, all that an

algorithm can do is search for a pattern in a finite set of patterns, e.g. simulate a finite

automaton.

II.2 Presentation Orders
Much of Gold’s seminal paper [Go167a] is devoted to considering different data pre-

sentations. The order in which the sample data is presented does not effect what can be

learned in that inference from an effective enumeration of the data is the same as inference

from an arbitrary enumeration of the data [Blu75a]. For the complexity of learning in the
limit, the order of data presentation does have an impact [Dal86a]. Memory utilization

can experience dramatic swings from one extreme to the other, depending on the order in
which the data is presented to learning algorithm.

¯ There is a class of recursive functions that can be learned using only a constant amount

of long term memory with respect to one order, but requires at least linear long term

memory with respect to another order.

II.3 Trade otis

Intuitively, it would make sense that there should be some trade off between the

relative sizes of the long and short term memory. In fact, this is so. For example,

¯ If some learning algorithm uses less than linear long term memory, then infinitely

often, it must use at least linear short term memory.

The remainder of this extended abstract is devoted to technical definitions, formal state-
ments of results, and a few sample proofs as space permits.
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III. Technical Definitions
Gold, in a seminal paper [Go167a], defined the notion called identification in the limit.

This definition concerned learning by algorithmic devices now called inductive inference

machine8 (IIMs). An IIM inputs the range of a recursive function, an ordered pair 

a time, and, while doing so, outputs computer programs. Since we will only discuss the

inference of (total) recursive functions, we may assume, without loss of generality, that

the input is received by an IIM in its natural domain increasing order, f(0), f(1),.... 
IIM, on input from a function f, will output a potentially infinite sequence of programs

p0, Pl, "" ". The IIM converges if either the sequence is finite, say of length n + 1, or there
is program p such that for all but finitely many i, pi = p. In the former case we say the

IIM converges to pn, and in the latter case, to p. In general, there is no effective way to

tell when, and if, an IIM has converged.

Following Gold, we say that an IIM M identifies a function f (written: f ¯ EX(M)),
if, when M is given the range of f as input, it converges to a program p that computes f. If

an IIM identifies some function f, then some form of learning must have taken place, since,

by the properties of convergence, only finitely much of the range of f was known by the IIM

at the (unknown) point of convergence. The terms infer and learn will be used as synonyms
for identify. Each IIM will learn some set of recursive functions. The collection of all such

sets, over the universe of effective algorithms viewed as IIMs, serves as a characterization

of the learning power inherent in the Gold model. This collection is symbolically denoted

by EX (for explanation) and is defined rigorously by EX - {U[3M(U C EX(M))}.

To insure an accurate accounting of the memory used by an IIM, we will henceforth

assume that each IIM receives its input in such a way that it is impossible to back up

and reread some input after another has been read. To circumvent the use of coding

techniques, the memory used will be measured in bits, as opposed to registers. Each of

the machines we consider will have two types of memory. In the long term memory the

IIM will remember portions of the input it has seen, prior conjectures, state information

pertaining to the underlying finite state device and perhaps other information as well. In

addition, each machine will have an short term memory that will be annihilated every

time the IIM either outputs a new conjecture or begins reading the bits corresponding to

another point in the graph of the mystery function providing the input to the IIM. Under
these conventions, we proceed to define our limited memory model.

We say that U C LEX : g(M) if g is a recursive function such that for any f ¯

U, f ¯ EX(M) and uses nomore tha n g(n) bit s of lon g ter m memory, whe re n i s

the number of bits of the graph of f that M has observed. The collection of all sets

of functions inferrible with memory bound given by g is denoted by LEX : g, where
LEX :g = {UI3M(U C LEX :g(M)}. In the special case where g is a constant function,

we will write LEX :c. If U C LEX :g(M) and M uses no more than h(n) bits of short term
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memory (after seeing n bits of input) then we write U C_ LEX: g, h(M). The definition of
L E X : g, h is analogous.

A few more technical definitions are needed. Natural numbers (IN) will serve as names
for programs. Sometimes, it will be convenient to represent a function by a sequence of
values from its range. Such a representation is called a string representation. So, for
example, the sequence 012043°0 represents the (total) function:

0 ifx=Oor3<_x<_6,
f(x)= 1 ifl_<x_<2

3 otherwise.

This example function has two block8 of consecutive O’s, one of length 1 and the other
of length 4. The string representation of a finite function is called a fragment. The length
of any string a, in characters, is denoted by l al. A class U of recursive functions is dense
if[ for every finite function there is an f E U extending it. For example, the functions of

finite support are a dense class.

IV. Formal Statements of Results
Our first result shows that linear space is sufficent

THEOREM 1. Suppose g = )~x[2x]. Then EX = LEX :g.

Proof sketch: Suppose U E EX(M). The bound 2x is enough to store all the input, with
delimiters, in the long term memory, with some space left over. As x grows, so does the
"left over" space. This space is used to simulate as much of the operation of M as possible
within the space bound. M’s outputs are saved and when the simulation runs out of room,
M’s last conjecture is produced as the output of the simulation. ~]"

IV.1 Lower Bounds
Our next result shows that sometimes linear space is necessary.

THEOREM 2. Suppose g = ~x[x]. Suppose h is a sublinear recursive function. There is a
class of total recursive function U E LEX : g - LEX : h.

Proof sketch: Suppose by way of contradiction that the {0, 1} valued functions of finite
support could be learned in less than linear long term space. Then it is possible to find
two different initial segments with that produce the same long term memory contents in
the IIM that we assumed exists. A contradiction is achieved by showing that this IIM then

exhibits the same behavior, in the limit, for two different functions in the class that it is
supposed to learn. []

The next result that we prove shows that there are infinitely many classes that cannot
be inferred using a constant amount of long term memory, but can be inferred using a
sublinear amount of long term memory.
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THEOREM 3. For all sublinear, nondecreasing, recursive functions g with an infinite range,

there is a class of recursive functions U such that U q~ EX: c, and U G EX: g.

Proof sketch: Define Sg, the pseudo-inverse of g, as Sg(n) is the least value x such that

g(z) = n. Let U be the class of all recursive functions f that have, for some n, a string

representation with prefix OSo(n)lnij where V~i = f iff n is a perfect square and Soj = f iff n

is not a perfect square. Such functions are easily constructed, for any n, via the recursion

theorem. The crucial observation that makes the proof go is that g(sg(n) + n) > n. 

The next theorem reveals a gap phenomenon. There are classes of recursive functions

that can either be learned in a constant amount of long term space, or require at least a

logarithmic amount of space.

THEOREM 4. For any dense class U, for all IIM’s M such that U G EX(M) either:

A. there is a constant c such that U E EX:c(M), or, cells after reading a as input

B. there is a constant k such that for all n, there are infinitely many f E U with an

initial segment, a, of length n such that M, after reading a as input, has used at least

(log n). k long term memory cells.

Proof: Suppose M is an IIM. Let e be the number of different symbols that may be written

in a single cell of M’s long term memory. Suppose that there is no constant c satisfying

(A) above. For any d G IN, there is a fragment a such that M uses at least d cells of long

term memory to process. Pick a particular d and take the shortest fragment a that forces

M to use d cells of long term memory. H ~ can be written as arp where the contents of

M’s long term memory is the same after reading ar as it was when it had finished reading

a, then let a’ = ap. If a’ can be similarly rewritten, form a" by removing the segment

that returns M to a prior long term memory state. Eventually, a fragment t will be found

such that M has a different long term memory contents after reading each initial segment

of t. Now,
ed - 1

[t[ <~ e Jr e2 Jr e3 +... Jr ed-1 - -- < ea.
- e-X -

Hence, d _> loge([t[). The proof is completed by observing that each of i, t0, ill, fl00,

t01, "’" can be extended to a function in U. []

An example of a dense class that can be inferred using only a constant amount of long

term storage is the class of functions f such that the set A = {x Ix > 1} is finite and the

largest element of A is a program for f. Our next result establishes a logarithmic lower

bound for the amount of long term memory needed to learn some classes.
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THEOREM 5. Let g = Ax[log z]. Suppose h is a recursive function such that h(x) < g(x),

for all x and for some x, h(z) < g(x). Then LEX :g - LEX:h ¢ 0.

Proof: Let U be the class of recursive functions f with prefixes of the form l"ij where

~i = f if n is a perfect square and ~j = f otherwise. Suppose M is an IIM such that

U E EX : h(M). The proof is completed by showing that h(x) > k. log x, for any constant

k.

Choose an arbitrary m E IN. Consider giving M different length prefixes of all l’s.

We claim that M must have different long term memory contents after seeing 1a and 1b

provided 22"m < a < b < (2m + 1) ¯ (2m + 1). Suppose by way of contradiction, that 

and b satisfy the numeric constraints of the claim, yet M’s long term memory is the same

after seeing the segments 1= and I b. There are two cases to consider in order to verify the

claim.

Case 1, a = 22"m. Then a is a perfect square and b is not. By the mutual recursion

theorem there are programs el and e2 such that ~et = lbele20°° and 7~e2 = laele20°° .

Notice that both ~1 and ~e2 are in U. Since M’s long term memory is assumed to

be unable to distinguish 1a from 1b, M will exhibit the same output behavior on both

~1 and ~2. Hence, M fails to infer one of them, contradicting the assumption that

U E EX:h(M).

Case 2. a > 22"m. Then neither a nor b is a perfect square. Let c -- (2m+l).(2m+l)-b.

Hence, b + c is a perfect square and a + c is not. By the mutual recursion theorem there

are programs el and e2 such that ~ = lb+Cele20 °° and 7~2 = la+Cele20 °°. Notice that

both ~ and ~e2 are in U. Since M’s long term memory is assumed to be unable to

distinguish 1a from 1b, it will also be unable to distinguish 1a+c from 1b+c. Therefore, M

will exhibit the same output behavior on both ~ and 7~¢2. Hence, M fails to infer one of

them, contradicting the assumption that U E EX:h(M).

As a consequence of the claim, M will have different long term memory contents for

each of the prefixes of l’s with lengths 22"m, 22.m + 1, 22"m + 2,... (2m + 1). (2m + 1) - 1. The

logarithm of all these values is 2 .m. There are 2m+l + 1 different memory contents. Hence,

for large enough m, one of these memory contents must exceed k ¯ m, for any constant k.

[]

IV.2 Presentation Orders
The effects of order presentation is the subject of our next result.



THEOREM 6. There is a class U of total recursive functions and a particular enumeration

of functions in U such that there is an IIM M witnessing U E LEX : c(M) with respect to
this order. Furthermore, with respect to the natural, increasing domain order, U ~. LEX :

g(M~) for any MI and any sublinear recursive function g.

Proof sketch:
Let U be the set of recursive functions f such that if n is the smallest number such

that f(2n + 1) = 1, then either n = 0 and f(x) = 0, for all x > 1, or 7~$(2,) = f. The
unusual ordering that we will use to infer U with a constant amount of memory is the so

called reverse pair ordering: f(1), f(0), f(3), f(2), f(5), f(4), .... This ordering 
compared with the natural, increasing domain order: f(0), f(1), f(2), f(3), .... 

step is to describe the behavior of an IIM M that only uses long term memory (3 bits)

to remember which state it is in and infers all the functions f E U, provided the input is
received in the reverse pair ordering.

The proof is completed using a careful construction and a diagonalization using an

infinitary recursion theorem [Cas74a]. []

IV.3 Trade offs

THEOREM 7. There is a class U such that

1. There is an IIM M such that U E LEX :c, h(M) for h(n) < k. log n for some constant

k.
2. For any IIM M such that U E LEX:c, h(M), there exist a constant k such that for

infinitely many n, h(n) >__ k. log n.

THEOREM 8. There is a class U such that for any IIM M, if U E LEX : g, h(M) and

g = o(n) then h(n) > n, for infinitely many n.

THEOREM 9. There is a class of recursive functions U such that

1. There is an IIM M such that U E LEX: c, h(M) for h a linear function, and
2. If g is a sublinear function (g = o(n)) and is an IIMwithV E LEX: g,h(M’)

then there is a constant k such that for infinitely many n, h(n) > k ¯ 
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